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Overview
SQLDetective is an IDE tool for the development of database-centric applications running on PL/SQL. It is
a Windows 32-bit application, working with Oracle Databases versions from 9i to 18c. The tool offers
rich functionality, including over 30 object wizards to create and handle objects of 59 different object
types and 50 wizards to fulfill typical database development tasks.
A multithreaded tool, it can simultaneously run several processes and supports multiple database
connections at a time. Included is the database management and administration functionality.
SQLDetective monitors real-time database performance, locates resource-consuming sessions, examines
database properties. It can also connect to Oracle Real Application Cluster (RAC) databases and provide
interface to the command-line TKPROF utility.
SQLDetective has a built-in Code Analyzer engine that checks code quality and detects potential
problems. The code is analyzed against predefined code review rules, based on common programming
practices. It calculates Code Metrics, revealing system’s maintainability, complexity, and testability, and
counts the cost of fixing technical debt issues.
Object dependencies are analyzed and visualized as Flowcharts, Call Trees, and CRUD matrices, allowing
for a better understanding of system architecture.

DB Development, Management, and Administration
SQLDetective is an all-in-one tool providing graphical interface to design database objects, execute and
test SQL and PL/SQL statements, write queries, debug stored programs, extract and insert data, export
and import scripts.
DBAs find SQLDetective an effective tool to control data flow, configure user privileges, diagnose
performance problems, search for data, and migrate whole databases or its parts. With the data
extraction feature, DBAs and Developers can safely punch groups of objects and schemas to another
platform. The comparison feature allows tracking changes at three levels — DB, Schema, Object — and
helps stay updated on the data modifications happening in the system.

Performance Monitoring, Quality Control, and Security
Ability to handle multiple sessions helps simultaneously control several databases. It’s possible to
monitor the performance in real time and take optimization measures. SQLDetective is a strong quality
control tool as well. It analyzes code’s syntax and structure, finds defects and potential vulnerabilities,
allowing Developers deliver error-free code and saving time on manual code reviews. The code analyzer
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also spots orphaned objects and identifies legacy code, which possesses potential threat to the system’s
security. Besides, there is a data protection feature that enables DBAs to restrict access rights and avoid
undesirable data alterations.
Engineers can also use code illustration and Data Dependency Analyzer modules to locate objects in the
database and view their dependencies as diagrams. This facilitates data retrieval procedure and
improves understanding of the database structure.

System Architecture and Education
SQLDetective allows System Architects to develop and implement effective strategies for an enterprise
and build up secure computing infrastructure. It also helps work out technical, strategic, and
organizational goals and make sure they are met throughout the development cycle. SQLDetective
fulfills an educational role too, introducing junior specialists to the system’s architecture, corporate
guidelines, and helping master their professional skills. The code illustration mechanism represents
system dependencies in a visual format, supporting the learning curve.

Core Functionality
SQL Editor

Fig.1 — SQL Editor

SQL Editor is a multi-session and multi-threaded utility that executes SQL statements and scripts, PL/SQL
blocks, and most SQL*Plus commands while supporting bind and substitute variables. Statements can be
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executed separately statement by statement, as a script in the foreground under the current session, or
in the background in a separate session.
For ease of use and comfort of writing code, SQL Editor is powered with Code Insight and Code
Assistant. Code Insight displays a list of matching symbols (variables, parameters, procedures, types) in
the current scope when you start typing in an identifier. It also suggests schemas, tables/views,
packages, or type members when you type a dot character after a name, and automatically displays the
hint with parameters for stored programs and type members after an opening bracket. Code Assistant
provides instant access to SQL and PL/SQL statements showing them hierarchically in a pop-up dialog
window. The hierarchical structure makes it easy to find a needed construction, while drag&drop allows
inserting PL/SQL and SQL statements directly into code.
The editor also has a syntax highlighting feature and the ability to fold statements, and the Code
Analyzer helps eliminate errors while building statements.
The history of SQL execution is stored automatically to an XML file, and recent statements are always at
hand, listed on a separate panel.

Stored Program Editor

Fig.2 — Stored Program Editor
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Stored Program Editor provides an interface to work with procedures, functions, packages, package
bodies, types, type bodies, triggers, and java sources. It allows creating, modifying, compiling, executing,
debugging and testing stored programs and has an integrated syntax-highlighting feature, Code Explorer
and Code Insight, helping eliminate errors while writing stored objects.
The editor also has additional capabilities that make interactions with the editor more intuitive. For
example, if a code block is folded, you can view its content in a hint. Or you can switch between the
declaration of a procedure in the specification and its implementation in the package body by pressing a
key combination.
PL/SQL Debugger is integrated in the Editor. It performs step-by-step debugging of source code while
going in or over the modules being called. Errors and warnings, breakpoints, call stack, debugged
variables, actions taken by the debugger, and other relevant information is written down to
corresponding tabs below the code editor. A debugger is available from the Object Navigator as well.

Object Navigator

Fig.3 — Object Navigator

Object Navigator is a permanent window with the access to the list of connected databases and their
contents. It consists of four main panes allowing you to comfortably browse through objects, handle
sessions, and configure your workspace.
ObjectSelector shows all active database connections and reveals the database structure as a
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hierarchical tree, down to object attributes. It gives access to a variety of features, including object
creation, script execution, debugging, DDL extraction, and much more.

Object Wizards

Fig.4 — Object Wizards (Materialized View)

Object Wizards provide the graphical user interface to develop schema and non-schema objects. A set of
30+ wizards allow you to comfortably create and modify the following object types: tables, views,
procedures, functions, packages, triggers, indexes, Oracle types, JAVA, sequences, constraints, clusters,
materialized views, index types, operators, jobs, policies, policy groups, libraries, database links,
materialized views, materialized view logs, refresh groups, queues, dimensions, outlines, synonyms,
directories, contexts, profiles, users, and roles. To accelerate object operations, there are also special
tools to administer object privileges, users, and roles.
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Smart Dataset

Fig. 5 — Smart Dataset

Smart Dataset is a multi-threaded tool to manipulate dataset objects. It provides an intuitive way to
browse, insert, search, filter, sort, group data without writing queries. Smart data input mode allows
entering data using a list of predefined values, which significantly speeds up the process. The module
also supports modification of multiple records and provides the user interface to build new datasets and
create and modify queries.
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Dataset Manager

Fig. 6 — Dataset Manager

In all modules dealing with datasets, there’s a built-in Dataset Manager — a graphical utility intended to
simplify working with datagrids. It allows you to define filtering and sorting conditions, configure
columns to be shown in the grid, and saves the customizations for later reuse. You can filter and sort
data by defining relevant conditions either in the Query By Example editor or right in the datagrids. The
latter will be automatically remembered and written down to the filter list.
Open objects, panes' sizes and positions, filtering, sorting, column customization, width and order of
columns in the datagrids can be saved to a Scene — a named workspace of the Object Navigator. This
feature provides quick access to frequently used objects and restores UI customizations in a click.
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Dataset Editors

Fig.7 — XML Editor

Dataset Editors provide the graphical user interface to comfortably view and modify datasets. The
editors can work with different types of tables, views, and column data (relational, object, partitioned,
index-based, scalar, object, nested, REF, LOB, etc.), and support the following procedures:
●
●
●
●
●

Insert, update and delete records in the table view and single record view modes.
Modify data using in-place editors such as Text Editor, Calendar, Calculator, LOB Editors, XML
Editor (XMLType fields), etc.
Search, filter, sort and group data.
Duplicate records, autofit columns, print data.
Export and import data to popular formats.

All dataset editors in the application are powered with the Query By Example (QBE) editor. This is a
particularly handy tool when working with a large amount of data as it helps define filtering and sorting
conditions right in the datagrid. Press F7 to switch to the QBE mode, define filtering, sorting, and
grouping of the columns in the grid and use these criteria throughout the application.
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Export and Import Data

Fig. 8 — Import Wizard

The Export and Import Wizards allow quickly exporting data from datagrids and importing it to the
application in several steps. The supported formats are SQL INSERT Script, SQL MERGE Script, Microsoft
Excel, XML, PDF, HTML, Char Delimited and Internal. For frequent procedures, it is handy to create a
template with the predefined export and import settings and load it to the application when needed.
Data export can as well be performed right from a datagrid by selecting multiple records and copying
them to a temporary file.
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Extract DDL

Fig.9 — Extract DDL

With the help of the DDL extraction feature, you can punch objects and schemas to another platform,
recreate objects based on their structure, and migrate whole databases.
Since the version 4.7, SQLDetective offers two engines for DDL extraction: its native Built-in Engine and
the Oracle’s DBMS_METADATA package. The proprietary mechanism extracts DDL for 59 object types,
while the DBMS_METADATA package has limitations and supports the following object types: Table,
View, Procedure, Function, Package, Type, Trigger, Index, Constraint, Sequence, Cluster, Materialized
View, Materialized View Log, Index Type, Operator, Dimension, Outline, Library, Database Link,
Synonym, Granted Role, DBA Role, User, Profile, Directory, Context, Tablespace, Rollback Segment,
Unified Audit Policy.
Extraction is available at the object and schema levels, and you can change the preferable engine and
define the settings on the go. If DDL cannot be extracted by the priority engine due to insufficient
privileges or unsupported object type, etc., then the extraction is automatically carried out by the other
engine.
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Code Analyzer

Fig.10 — Flowcharts

Similar to other Conquest tools, SQLDetective incorporates Code Analyzer to perform code reviews and
quality control. It carries out syntax and semantic analysis of PL/SQL scripts, identifying potential errors
and places for refactoring. Code Analyzer also checks PL/SQL for compliance with programming
standards and helps maintain consistency thought the codebase.
Comfortable navigation through the object’s source code is achieved with the help of Structure View. It
displays location of program objects (constant declarations, etc.) and constructs (IF, CASE statements,
etc.) in a hierarchical tree, grouped by Declaration Analysis, Cursor Analysis, Flow of control Analysis,
etc.
To assess maintainability of the software, its complexity, and performance problems, SQLDetective
calculates code metrics based on Cyclomatic Complexity (McCabe CC), Halstead Volume (HV),
Maintainability Index (MI), and lines of code (LOC). Resulting figures are shown in a table, with the
exceeded values marked with a flag.
SQLDetective is also empowered with the code illustration engine from ClearSQL™, building Flowcharts
and Call Tree diagrams based on relations between code elements. CRUD matrices show dataset objects
and DML operations where these objects take part. Code visualization helps locate objects in the
database, instantly identify problematic areas and, as a result, deliver error-free code. Diagrams and
matrices can be exported to standard visual formats.
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DB & Schema & Object Comparer

Fig.11 — Compare Databases & Schemas & Objects

The Compare Databases & Schemas & Objects tool compares and displays the differences graphically
and generates a synchronization script for two different databases; one or more schemas in the same or
different databases; or one or more objects in the same or different databases with the definition of
schema and non-schema types and name filters.

DBA-related features
There’s a set of tools for smart database administration and management: Session Navigator, Storage
Manager, Database Monitor, Database Examiner, and Top Session Locator.
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Session Navigator

Fig.12 — Session Navigator

SQLDetective allows multiple database connections at a time. The Session Navigator provides graphical
interface to monitor and control active sessions and shows the following information:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

current SQL statement
open cursors
statistical data
locks being held and requested within the selected session(s)
currently accessed objects
events that the selected session(s) is waiting for
long-lasting operations
input and output details
running transactions
process details

The tool also enables you to fulfill standard operations like kill a session, disconnect from a session, turn
on/off SQL tracing, etc.
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Similar to other modules working with datasets, the Storage Navigator incorporates the Dataset
Manager, allows filtering, sorting, and grouping sessions, and saving these customizations for further
reuse.
IMPORTANT: To use Session Navigator, a user must have access to the following system views:
V$SESSION, V$ACCESS, V$SQLTEXT_WITH_NEWLINES, V$SESS_IO, V$LOCK, DBA_OBJECTS,
V$SESSION_LONGOPS, V$OPEN_CURSOR, V$SQL, V$PROCESS, V$TRANSACTION, V$ROLLNAME,
V$SESSTAT, V$STATNAME, V$SESSION_EVENT.

Storage Manager

Fig.13 — Storage Manager

Another DBA feature is Storage Manager — a visual tool to monitor and manage tablespaces, datafiles,
segments, and quotes in the database instance. It provides interface to create, modify, and change
status, coalesce and drop tablespaces; to create and change the status of datafiles; to relocate and move
objects; to create, modify and delete quotas; to show different tablespace information such as used,
free and max size; free space; objects.
IMPORTANT: To use Storage Manager, a user must have access to the following system views:
DBA_DATA_FILES, DBA_TEMP_FILES, DBA_FREE_SPACE, V_$DATAFILE, V_$TEMPFILE.
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Database Monitor

Fig.14 — Database Monitor

With the help of Database Monitor, a user can monitor real-time database performance simultaneously
for multiple Oracle sessions. SQLDetective collects database performance for a selected period of time
and saves it to a history file to play it back later. It’s possible to set alarms to get a notification when the
maximum and minimum values of the monitoring parameters are exceeded and when they return to the
allowed range.
IMPORTANT: To use Database Monitor, a user must have access to the following system views:
V_$SYSSTAT, V_$LIBRARYCACHE, V_$ROWCACHE, V_$LATCH, V_$SESSION, V_$FILESTAT, V_$TEMPSTAT,
V_$SGASTAT, V_$ROLLSTAT, V_$SYSTEM_EVENT, V_$OSSTAT.
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Database Examiner

Fig.15 — Database Examiner

Database Examiner provides access to database information such as database system; instance options;
initialization and NLS parameters; system events and statistics; SGA memory allocation; list of sessions;
tablespaces, datafiles, rollback segments, users, profiles, roles, contexts, directories, database and
schema triggers; and resource limits.
IMPORTANT: To use Database Examiner, a user must have access to the following system views:
V_$DATABASE,
V_$INSTANCE,
V_$LICENSE,
V_$OPTION,
V_$VERSION,
V_$PARAMETER,
NLS_INSTANCE_PARAMETERS, NLS_SESSION_PARAMETERS, V_$SESSION, V_$SESS_IO, V_$SESSTAT,
V_$STATNAME,
V_$SQLAREA,
DBA_ROLLBACK_SEGS,
V_$ROLLSTAT,
V_$RESOURCE_LIMIT,
DBA_DATA_FILES, DBA_FREE_SPACE, DBA_TABLESPACES, DBA_TEMP_FILES, V_$SYSTEM_EVENT,
V_$SGA,
V_$SGASTAT,
V_$DATAFILE,
V_$TEMP_SPACE_HEADER,
V_$TEMP_EXTENT_POOL,
DBA_OBJECTS, DBA_TRIGGERS, DBA_PROFILES, DBA_ROLES, DBA_ROLE_PRIVS, DBA_USERS,
DBA_SYS_PRIVS,
DBA_COL_PRIVS,
V_$CONTROLFILE,
V_$CONTROLFILE_RECORD_SECTION,
DBA_CONTEXT, DBA_DIRECTORIES.
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Top Session Locator

Fig.16 — Top Session Locator

The Top Session Locator locates the most resource-consuming sessions in the database using different
Event Waits parameters such as Concurrency, User I/O, System I/O, etc.; and Activity parameters such as
CPU, Logical I/O, Physical I/O, Parsers, etc.
IMPORTANT: To use Top Session Locator, a user must have access to the following system views:
V_$SQLTEXT_WITH_NEWLINES, V_$SESSTAT, V_$STATNAME, V_$SESSION_EVENT.
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Other
Icon Dictionary

Fig.17 — Icon Dictionary

Icon Dictionary is the tool that helps learn the application’s interface and functionality. It stores
descriptions of all icons that appear in the GUI and allows customizing toolbars. There’s a special
educational mode for beginners: when enabled, clicking on icons and buttons does not perform the
tasks, but shows the explanation of what the option stands for.
For users who migrated from other IDEs to SQLDetective, there’s an option to select familiar shortcut
key schemas. For example, a user can choose native shortcuts from TOAD™ or PL/SQL Developer™, or
define their own combinations.
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Support for Exadata

Fig.18 — Oracle Exadata

Starting from the version 4.7, SQLDetective provides support for Oracle Exadata. This allows managing
compressed object type data and extract its DDL. This technology significantly saves storage space, uses
less cache memory, and reduced disk I/O requirements.
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